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Experience Liberty in Banking with Freedom 

 Open a Freedom Bank Account across the globe. 


GET STARTED



International Banking in 4 easy steps
 Follow these easy steps to start banking with us.


1
Create a Tranzfar Account
Create an account with us in a few minutes. 



3
Choose a Freedom plan
Choose a plan that best suits you




2
Pay and get verified
Pay for your subscription plan and get validated.



4
Start Banking
Enjoy fast, seamless and secure banking at its finest.
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YOUR PATH TO FREEDOM STARTS NOW
Send and receive money from anywhere in the world and start banking like a global citizen.

Open An Account
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Personal Banking
Offers a wide range of personal banking services.
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Corporate Banking
Offers a wide range of personal banking services.
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Testimonial
What our Clients Say
Here are some reviews from customers on trust pilot



" Tranzfar is the best, very reliable and absolutely dependable, very quick and friendly customer service. I have been using them for over 3years now and never gets disappointed."
 A 
Anthony Ayodeji
- Trust Pilot






" Am absolutely impressed, in fact they take matters seriously the moment you inform them "
 D 
David Olabamidele
- Trust Pilot






" Used this service twice now. Reliable, good exchange rate and fast delivery. Will highly recommend them  "
 L 
Love
- Trust Pilot






" I started using this money transfer services couple of months ago, and I have been so impressed. Their service is quick, efficient and reliable. Their exchange rate as well is excellent. I hardly give review, but this company deserve a five star. For giving me peace of mind and reliable service with good transfer exchange rate, I will always be grateful. "
 T 
Timothy Divinity
- Trust Pilot






" Used for the first time Sunday morning the payment arrived to the recipient within 2 minutes. Excellent service and no complaints from me. Keep up the good work."
 J 
Julius Shonubi
- Trust Pilot






" Fast, honest and reliable service. Highest rate in town with minimal fee. Excellent customer service available to sort out any problem(s) with minimal delay. Service very responsive to my needs. I recommend Tranzfar to any person sending money to families worldwide."
 O 
Osom
- Trust Pilot
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Banking Simplified. 
 Your one-stop solution.
Enjoy seamless transactions, easy payments and financial freedom.
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Send money Online
	Send money from Nigeria to UK
	Send money from UK to NIgeria
	how to send money from UK to Nigeria bank account
	how to send money to Ghana from the UK
	how to send money to Kenya from the UK
	See full Sitemap



Tranzfar
	AML Policy
	Terms of Use
	Frequently Asked Questions
	Privacy Policy
	Complaints Policy
	Regulations
	Sitemap
	Terms and Conditions



Contact

    
ask@tranzfar.com

	
    
UK / EU: +442045323034






Connect with us
	
	
	



Secure Payment Options
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